Now the Acushnet policy has a string attached.

The string attached to this new tag will appear on every piece of Acushnet equipment. It's a brief statement of our pro-only policy, in words that make sense to your customers. It will tell them what you and we have known all along: the golf course pro shop is where you find quality equipment, and that's the place where Acushnet belongs. It's designed to do something even more important — to bring more customers into your pro shop.

This is only one way we're telling your customers about our exclusive pro-only policy. Every Acushnet ad, in every important golfing and general consumer magazine, carries that same message. We want everyone who plays golf to know that it's important to buy their golf equipment from the best source: the golf course pro shop.

Acushnet Sales Company
Sold thru golf course pro shops only
For more information circle number 131 on card
If our gasoline car were any quieter, you wouldn’t know it was running.

A Harley-Davidson gasoline golf car hardly speaks above a whisper. And never out of turn. Running, it’s quieter than the average voice. And fifty per cent quieter than any other gas car. When you want absolute silence, you get it. And you get it fast. Just take your foot off the accelerator. All you hear is silence. There’s no distracting idling to cause you to lose the line on your thirty-foot putt. And no unnecessary revving to put up with. To start our car, just depress the accelerator. Harley-Davidson gasoline golf cars. The only thing noisy about them is all the flattering talk they create. Harley-Davidson Motor Co. Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Harley-Davidson
How much spikeproof carpet must be ordered for 100% customizing?

with Philadelphia's custom weaving.

We'll reproduce anything you or your designer dream up. Initials, emblems, special pattern . . . anything. In your colors, too. Or choose from our own designs (the industry's largest country club collection.) Also in your colors.

Our famous N282 quality. Most widely used in the U.S.A. for locker rooms, lounges, grills, pro shops. Woven to do a tough job . . . still fresh and sparkling after 17 hard years of spikes and tracked-in mud in actual installations. Beautiful and luxurious. Prevents or cushions falls, lowers noise volume, saves on maintenance.

Since 1846, the quality of elegance underfoot

Philadelphia Carpet Company
Weaving Division: Allegheny Ave. & C St., Phila., Pa. 19134
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JOIN THE PROUD ONES

BOB HOPE

DESSERT CLASSIC

Gold Crest Ltd.
custom made crests emblazon the cloth of golf club members everywhere . . . all who wear them do so with pride.

Gold Crest Ltd.
takes the ancient gold weaver’s art into the jet age. Our three dimensional club and tournament crests in silver and gold bullion are interwoven with fine fabrics in your club’s own colors, and will be worn with distinction.

Simply send us your club or tournament insignia . . . our skilled artists will design your own crest in full color for your approval.

Join the Proud Ones...And Profit.

Gold Crest Ltd.
12307 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604
Telephone (213) 877-2665 Cable Address CRESTOGOLD

Send for information about our exciting new line of crested accessories.

For more information circle number 190 on card
Start a Maxfli Christmas Club

you'll ho-ho-ho all the way to the bank.

Make your Christmas merry as well as your customers' with these three Maxfli holiday gifts.

The Desk Caddy. A dozen Reds, Greens or Blacks. Can be personalized with any message up to 40 characters, free. A profit to you of $6.50.

The Snowman. A $4 range gift of three Maxfli balls in a perfect stocking stuffer. You stuff $1.65 profit in your pocket.

The gift certificate. The right way to help someone pick out Maxfli clubs or a Maxfli bag for a friend. Good for any amount. You fill it in. And redeem it after the holiday crush. Your Dunlop rep has them—no charge.

Maxfli also offers a handsome package of six balls. And, for the big spenders, the option of having 2 or 4 color messages and/or insignia on any order of 48 dozen balls.

Don't get left out in the cold. Order soon and order enough.
INCREASE EARNINGS, SERVICE & SPACE
Remodel your present storage space, bring your bag racks up to date
WITH NEW Stafford VERTICAL BAG RACKS

Your members will like the extra convenience and care. Your pro shop profits from 40% more space these racks make available.

Double unit shown holds 16 bags, size 2' x 4' x 6'-6" high, gives 12" x 12" space for bags. Single unit holds 8, size 1' x 4' x 6'-6" high. Sturdy steel. Bags set solid on tapered shelves.

- Wear and tear of golf bags is completely eliminated
- Damp bags dry faster — no mildew
- Provides a neat appearance
- Faster, easier storage
- Easy to install and add more as needed —

Send us your floor measurements, we will plan a layout and quote you — no obligation.

THE A. G. STAFFORD CO.
2000 Allen Ave. S.E. • P. O. Box 287
Canton, Ohio 44701 • 216/453-8431
For more information circle number 228 on card

by Ken Emerson

ACCENT ON MANAGEMENT

What is a bona fide guest?

One of the traditional pleasures of country club golf is the privilege of playing host to visitors from other clubs — and enjoying the privileges of visiting their clubs in return.

The National Club Assn. is concerned, therefore, with recent questions raised by official interpretations of the new Tax Reform Act of 1969. These questions revolve around three issues: the definition of a bona fide guest, whether a bona fide guest can pay a portion of his bill at the club at which he is a guest, and whether such payment is in keeping with the functions of a private club.

The Internal Revenue Service itself, seems to be divided on this matter. It states, "The question as to what constitutes a bona fide guest is a matter of judgement. If a member pays the expenses of his guest without reimbursement such a person would ordinarily be considered a bona fide guest."

From these statements it may be assumed that if the guest pays he is no longer a bona fide guest. Not necessarily says the IRS.

"Visiting members of exempt clubs of like nature, such as country clubs or yacht clubs who use club facilities under reciprocal arrangements, are also considered bona fide guests." (From the "IRS Exempt Organization Handbook")

To the questions raised by these two statements must be added another one. Is such income taxable as "unrelated income" as defined by the Tax Reform Act? Is it considered nonmember income for purposes of the 5 per cent rule?

While IRS has never issued a public ruling on this point, we have concluded from discussions of officials that their position would be that all monies paid to a club by guests would be considered nonmember income and would be included in a club 5 per cent limit as well as subject to the tax on unrelated business income.

Just as the National Club Assn. has been seeking an official definition of a bona fide guest for several years, so has it been researching the problem of defining the perimeters of a private club. It has been a matter of some concern to the entire golf industry to determine if there are any rights of privacy. Certainly, there has been no official position on the matter until very recently.

However, we now have for the first time some indication of official thinking on this matter. In a recent case decided by a Federal court in New Orleans, the following factors bearing on the privacy of the club were established and are listed here in descending order of importance as stated by the court:

- Whether the existing members have any control over admission of applicants for membership (is there a membership committee?)
- Whether the existing members have any control over revocation of membership
- Whether the recommendations of existing members are required on applications
- Whether the number of members is limited in any way by the capacity of the club's facilities
- Whether there are any genuine qualifications for membership (residence in a particular location, position in a particular economic or social class or good reputation)
- Whether the members exercise control over the operations of the establishment
- Whether control changed hands at all when the establishment be-

(Continued on page 28)
We've held the line on sweaters for 15 years... and that's no yarn.

While prices on just about everything have been rising by leaps and bounds, we've kept the price of our TOURING PRO® Golf Sweaters down to what we charged way back in 1955. What does that mean to you? For one thing, you can sell TOURING PRO® Sweaters without customer resistance. It makes your job easier!

Then, the quality of our complete line of men's and women's golf sweaters is second to none, even though our prices are incomparably low. Which means you can be sure that your customers will be completely satisfied with their TOURING PROS®.

We put a lot into every one we manufacture; including loving care.

When you can combine low prices and top quality in these days, you've got a winning combination. That's the name of our game here at Gilison Knitwear. We didn't get the name “The Sweater Guys” for nothing.

Write us for your copy of our complete men's and women's catalog of golf sweaters... sold only in America's leading Pro Shops, exclusively!

GILISON KNITWEAR CO., INC.  
America's leading manufacturer of Golf Sweaters.  
65 W. John Street  
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802  
Tel: 516/WE 1-0041

In Women's style 1009: 100% Imported Alpaca, suggested retail $19.95. In 75% Mohair and 25% Wool, suggested retail $13.95.

In Men's style 1010: 100% Alpaca Cardigan, suggested retail $22.95. In 75% Mohair and 25% Wool, suggested retail $15.95.
NEW FOR THE 70's
THE TROPHY
BY CUSHMAN